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A SAMPLED-DATA PURSUIT TRACKING MODEL 

J. G. Kreifeldt 

Summary 

A sampled-data pursuit hand tracking model for the human operator 

is developed and tested. 

about human tracking behavior. 

the experimentally determined frequency transfer characteristics of an analog 

computer built to have the same transmittance a8 the mathematical model, 

Generally good agreement WZLE obtained in matching the modelas frequency 

and time domain responses t o  those of a well-trained human tracking in 

pursuit fashion an input power spectrum flat to 0.64 cpe. 

The model embodies the simplest a priori assumptions 

The analytical model is presented along with 
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Introduction 

Human tracking studies performed in laboratories have distinguished 

two experimental modes: compensatory tracking and pursuit tracking. The 

first mode presents the operator with information only of the instantaneous 

e r r o r  between command signal (input) and system response (output), 

second mode presents the operator with a direct representation of both the 

input and the output simultaneously, 

The 

1 Elkind's systematic work has demonstrated that the frequency 

response characteristics obtained from human pursuit and compensatory 

tracking of random or quasi-random inputs differ markedly. 

taken from this work shows the differences in amplitude and phase charac- 

teristics for these two modes. 

were used for both modes. 

control dynamics external to the human. 

Figure 1 

Several flat input spectra up to 0.64 cps 

These results were obtained with negligible 

The human tracking in the compensatory mode is considered a single- 

input, single-output operator acting on the e r r o r  in standard, servo-mechanism 

fashion. In accordance with the realities of the situation the human pursuit 
tracker should be considered a two-input, single-output operator and the dis- 

crepancy in his behavior from compensatory tracking should be explained on 

this basis. 
Compensatory tracking modeling has received by far the major share 

of attention to date. This may be attributed to 

1. The compensatory model lends itself readily to analytic 

investigation. For instance, in the compensatory model 

the open-loop (or operator's) continuous linear transfer 

characteristics can be deduced from the closed loop system 

frequency response characteristics. 

the pursuit model in which the human is a two-input, eingle- 

output operator. 

This is not true for 

2. The past work in continuous compensatory models has 

provided a background and an impetus for further 

compensatory modeling even though a recent trend 

is toward the inclusion of discrete or  sampled-data 
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mechanirma in the compematory modelm. In 8uch 
modela the postulated sampled-data operator8 are not 
deducible analytically from clored loop aya tern frequency 
c hracterirtics . 

3, It may be argued that compematory modeling furnishem all 
the interesting aspect. of human tracking behavior, and, 
since it leads to a simpler model than purrnuit tracking, 
it i m  bert to stick t o  the compensatory came. 

It ia the contention of thir paper that a purauit tracking model b 
worthy of etudy for the following reasona: 

1, 

2. 

3, 

4. 

The marked difference in behavior between compensatory 
and purauit tracking rhould be explained. 

No aatisfactory pursuit model exists in the literature to 
date. 

A purr& model would furniah an opportunity to extend 
application of human tracldng over what i m  now underBtood 
in terms of compensatory modela. 

A satisfactory pursuit model would provide a starting 
point for more sophirticated modeling of r f t u a t i o ~  in 
which several input6 are preaented to  the human. 

Previoua Pursuit Model 
The only pursuit model to  appear in the literature ha. been the one 

developed by Elkind and is shown in Fig. 2, 

conditional mervo. 
that Pl(f) ia a predictor of the form: 

The model has the form of a 
From examination of empirical recorda he hypothesized 

which operated directly on the input to produce position and velocity information. 

Gl(f) he constructed as: 



a1 

FREOUENCY (c-1 

- 
I I 

TREOUENCY i c p l  

Fig. 2, Elkind's Pursuit Block Diagram Model and the Open-Loop 
Characteristic s of P G ( f )  . 
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-j 2sf( 0.13) e 
Gl(f) = 7 

L (+) t 1 . 6 ( j f ) +  1 
4 

This is essentially the muscle response with the 0.13 second delay 

found for compensatory tracking. 

the same step response (except for the 0.13 second delay) a s  is observed 

in step tracking. 

This second order filter will give nearly 

The function G2(f)  which is to operate on the e r ro r  is 

K 
G2(f) = 
(L+ l)(2 + 1 )  

f l  f2 

(3) 

where the constants were never specified. 

to offset the inherent pure delay of 0.13 second and the lag in the muscle 

r e  s ponse , 

The predictor Pl(f) was necessary 

For  analytical purposes Elkind set G2(f) equal to zero assuming 

that if P G (f) was near unity the e r r o r  operator would have little effect. 

Therefore, the model he tested consisted only of Pl(f) cascaded with Gl(f) 
where Gl(f) was equivalent to a pure delay of 0.194 second. The derived 

frequency response of the model with these assumptions is pictured below 

the model in Fig. 2. 

1 1  

A recent paper by Elkind, Kelly and Payne' develops another 
3 

compensatory hand tracking model. 

there is a path called the pursuit channel. However, this model is not 

a pursuit tracking model in the present sense since it operates only on 

the error.  

In this model, following Young 

Desirable Properties of a Pur su i t  Model 
~- ~~ 

A model was sought which would fulfill the following requirements: 

1. Frequency and Time Domain Fit to Data 

The model should duplicate a s  closely as possible the fre- 

quency transfer characteristics for pursuit tracking shown in 
Fig, 1. Since it was not expected that an exact frequency match 
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would be possible, the model should provide a close match 

to interesting portions of the time tracings of human pursuit 

tracking response, 

Linearity and Stationarity 

The asrumption of linearity seemed juetified on the basir of 

previous experimental evidence as  well as  the basir of practical 

applicability afforded by a linear model. Although the human 

tracker obviously possesses great adaptability and recent 

attemptr have been made to simulate some of these adaptive 

features, it was not considered feasible to attempt modeling 

his time-variant and adaptive characterieticr . 
3. Diacrete or  Intermittant Operations 

5 The prior work of Bekey,4 Young3 and Wescott and Lemay 

in compensatory modeling has proven the feasibility and provided 

the jurtification for the inclusion of sampled-data (or  intermittant) 

operators in human tracking modelr, 

dircrete operator. reetr more strongly on examination of actual 

time tracing8 of human tracking responres rather than on 

frequency response characteristicr. Some evidence for dircrete 

operation in  the human a r e  given below, 

The evidence for these 

Typically, a subject's response to a rtep input consists of 

a pure delay ranging from approximately 0.2 second to 0.35 

recond followed by a aerier of double parabola-like responses 

until the aubject is satiefied with the remaining er ror .  A 

complete double-parabola segment of the response i r  approxi- 

mately 0.2 second in duration. 

pointed out thia parabola type response, add thir as evidence 

for  dircrete programming in tracking continuous rignalr, 

Westcott and Lermy, who 

Young similarly found very strong evidence for discrete 

operation in control of eye movementr and rucceeded to a 

high degree in modeling eye tracking movements through 

the use of dirrcrete operatorr. 
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Figure 3 ohwu a aegment of the velocity recordo of a 

pursuit tracker'. reapanse to a continuous randominput. 
Apparent aegmenting of the velocity record can be dia- 
cerned with a frequency of about 5 regmentm per recoad. 
The regularity of thew occurrenceo is taken ar further 

evidence of the execution of preprogrammed movements 
discretely formulated. 

4, Conditional Servo System 
In the pursuit tracking mode it is a fair asrumption that 

the tracker performs Borne operations on the input directly 
mince it i m  available to him in uncontaminated form, and 
that he aloo compares the input and output to get some 
measure of the error. The total program to be executed 
by the muscle optem is derived from summing the aeparate 
operationr performed on the input and on the error. 
lead. t o  the conditional servo ryatem form a a  ueed by Elkind 
(Fig. 2), where the error nulling feedback i m  conditional upon 
there being an unsrtbfactory transfer between kput and output 

through the direct forward loop. 

This 

Elemedm of the Model 
To achieve the above propertiea a rampled-data purauit model war 

built as followr. (See Fig, 4): 

1. There ia  an inherent pure delay in the human of 0.2 aecond 
a o  obaerved from trandtnt tracking (as in step tracking). 
Thim im, of couroe, only approximate and if the model i o  to 
match a particular person, it would be better to use hir 
particular delay time obmerved from hi# tranrient responae 
records. 
beginning of formulation of the program to the beginning 
of ita execution. In Fig.  4 this delay ia shown to be effective 
in both an error oennitive loop and in input oemitive loop, 

The o b 2  aecond delay i m  the t h e  from the 
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Input - Input 

Sam pier 
- 1  

J 
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* 

Delay 
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- 
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---C 

Error 
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Estimation 
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Fig. 4. Block Diagram of Sampled-Data Pursuit Tracking Model. 
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2. The human tracks random continuous signals by pre- 

programming and executing discrete muscle movements. 

The discrete programs a re  0.2 second in duration. The 

preprogrammed movements made from weighted input 

position and velocity estimation and e r r o r  information a r e  

executed by a "muscle" which consists of a single non- 

resetting integrator, where the program segments fed to 

the "muscle" a re  flat-topped pulses of 0.2 second duration. 

The "muscle" therefore produces a ramp during the pulse 
t 

holding at the final value until the next pulse (See Fig. 5). 

3 .  To offset the pure 0.2 second delay time and the time required 

by the muscle for complete execution of a program, the operator 

attempts to predict the future position of the input by extracting 

and combining weighted estimates of the present input velocity 

and position. 

taneous velocity by noting the difference between the present 

sample and the previous (stored) sample of the input, both 

samples taken in the forward path. 

estimate of the average velocity during a sample period but 

for frequencies which a re  low compared to the sampling f re -  

quency, this can be a good instantaneous velocity estimate. 

The operator can obtain an  estimate of the instan- 

This is actually an 

t +  

Westcott and Lemay and Elkind et a1 incorporated into their compensatory 
hand tracking models a double-integrator "muscle" driven by a force program 
composed of a flat-topped pulse split equally into a positive and negative half. 
When there a re  no dynamics external to the tracker,  this force program with 
their "muscle" produces the double -parabola response segment shape. While 
this simulates to some extent the physiological behavior of the force applied 
to  the a r m  and the hand response found in compensatory tracking, it does not 
significantly affect the frequency response of the model since: 

(i) A straight line drawn through the endpoints of a double parabola 
response differs only slightly from the double-parabola. 

(ii) The dynamic control action of the intermittent model is unaffected 
by the particular shape of the output between sample points because the output 
is sampled only at the end of the execution of a program segment. Obviously, 
any output shape that coincides with the endpoints of the muscle response 
segments will lead to  the same control action since the samplers will be 
totally unaware of it. 

Therefore, for  simplicity, the single integrator muscle and flat- 
topped force program is used. 
under these conditions will be the train of flat-topped force program pulses 
and would differ from the derivate of the double parabola segment response 
which would be triangular pulses. 
reconciled that it was not considered material. 

Naturally the first derivative of the output 

However, this difference is S O  easily 
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"Elkind, Kelly and Payne propose a continuous differentiation to 
produce the exact instantaneous e r r o r  velocity for prediction in their 
compensatory hand tracking model. Arguing that velocity appears to 
be directly perceived. Westcott and Lemay also use a differentiation 
to  produce instantaneous error velocity for  prediction in their  compen- 
satory model, However, both Young and Bekey use a sample method for 
deriving the velocity estimate. 

reamons : 

an output from a sample-hold operation with a short sample period on a 
continuous signal,  Such an output consists of a "stair-casetl approximation 
to  the continuous signal and for  a short mample period the approximation is 
excellent. A continuous differentiator operating on such a stair-case input 
would produce nothing but spikes and extensive sophisticated filtering would 
be needed posribly prior to and following the differentiator in order to produce 
meaningful velocity information. However, a discrete velocity estimator isl 
not affected by a stair case approximation and would give an  average velocity 
ertimate differing only slightly from its operation on the continuoum signal. 

(ii) It is well known that estimation of time-derivatives higher than 
velocity a r e  very poor and probably not significantly useful in continuous 
tracking. A sampled derivative estimator requires memory in  forming its 
ertimate where the required memory space increames with the derivative 
order, For  instance, a velocity estimator holds the past position sample 
in memory to compare with the preoent value. A discrete acceleration 
ertimator would require either the preceding two input samples or the 
previous velocity estimate. Either way, increasing memory space is needed 
and the derivative approximations rapidly deteriorate and become unumeful 
since they a r e  compounded out of information necessarily extending farther 
into the paot. Such considerations could plausibly indicate why velocity seems 
to be the highest significant derivate used in tracking. 

(iii) As the frequency range of the input is increased, the dircrete 
velocity estimation rapidly deteriorates for a fixed sampling rate mince the 
input change6 significantly between mample period. with the possibilities of 
input reversals actually taking place between oamples. 
differentiator is, of course, not inherently less  accurate at higher frequencies , 
It appears that velocity estimation in the human becomer poorer with increasing 
frequency. 
its nature, whereas the continuous differentiator would require additional 
filtering t o  represent thin , 

The discrete estimation of velocity seems more attractive for these 

(i) The human can track as though it were completely continuous, 

The continuous 

The discrete ert imator method coincide6 nicely with this fact by 
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4. The operator acta directly on the e r ror ,  to reduce it. 

This assumption was made to simplify the initial pursuit 

model. 

5. The operator forms his programs from operations on the 

input and e r ro r  synchronously every 0.2 second. 

ponde to sampling the input and e r r o r  synchronously a t  a rate 

of 5 samples per second. This frequency would correspond 

closely to the frequency of the segments observed in the 

pursuit tracking velocity record of Fig. 3. 

Thie corres-  

Conceptual Operation of the Model 

Figure 4 presents a block diagram of the model which embodies 

the elements specified above, 

The samples representing instantaneous input position a r e  passed to one 

circuit which weights them by a coefficient A. 
tracts the past value of the position and divides by the time between samples 

to give an approximation to the instantaneous velocity ( A X / A T ) .  

velocity estimate is then weighted by a coefficient B. 

and B(AX/AT) represents the prediction done on the input. 

operation of the "muscle" which is a non-resetting integrator, just the 

differences in the prediction values must be sent t o  it, That is, if the 

prediction value does not change over a sample period, a zero value is 

passed to the summer through the 0.2 second delay. 

The input is sampled every T seconds. 

A parallel circuit sub- 

This 

The s u m  of A(X) 
Because of the 

The e r ro r  is sampled and weighted and also passed to the summer 

through a 0.2 second delay. 

since the internal stabilizing loop in the e r ro r  path feeds back from the 

delayed er ror ,  The "memory feedback'' loop represents an operator's 

ability to remember the e r ro r  over one sample period so a s  to compensate 

for the effective delay of the muscle of one eample period. 

The delay is incorporated in each path separately 

The operation of the model is then as follows: 

The input is sampled and the instantaneous position and estimated 

velocity computed and weighted separately. The changes in these quantities 

from the last sample instant a r e  computed. The delay of 0.2 eeconds 

represents this computation time and any neural reaction time. This 

computed information i s  sent to the muscle in the form of a command 
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pulse of width 0.2 seconds and constant height. 

this pulse to arrive at a new position. If any e r r o r  results at the end of 

this movement, the e r r o r  sampler takes this value and after one delay 

time adds it to the next command from the open-loop prediction path to 

the muscle for correction. 

The muscle integrates 

The memory feedback stabilizing loop is identical in purpose to 

that used by Lemay and Westcott in their step tracking compensatory 

model. 

Analytical Transmittance of the Model 

The block diagram in Fig. 4 can be translated into the sampled-data 

flow graph shown in Fig. 5. 

and Z is defined as: 

In this figure M denotes the sampling operation 

(4) 
-ST Z =  e 

whe re 

T = 0.2 sec. ( 5) 

The three free parameters A, B and K represent respectively the 

weighting on position, velocity estimate and er ror .  

duction by sa.mpled-data techniques, the model transmittance can be found 

to be: 

After suitable r e  - 

L J 
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where the starred brackets indicate that the mampled equivalentc are to 

be found, For instance: 

[KZ] * = KZ 

See Fig. 6 for a graphical derivation of Eq. (8) 

Therefore the Laplace transform of the output k ( S ]  can be 
expressed as 

or since 

G(S) = =(=)([A t B( ?#[?I 2 z  - t 

T 

[ i -b t  B(-! 1 - z  z2J KZ (z) (L) 
T S ST 

2 KZ 
1 - 2  

1 t K Z +  

The simple denominator indicatee a eystem stable for IC 5 2 .  



Impulse response 

I 4 

1 - Z  1 I 
n 4 t  -- 

I --- 

--- 

Fig. 6. Graphical Representation for Deriving the SaFpled 
Equivalent of the Impulse Response (1 - $tS . 



Experimental Evaluation of the Sampled Data Purlruit Model 
The rather complex form of Eq. (12) indicate8 why an analytic 

derivation of the frequency cbracteriatics was not purmued. Instead, 
a special purpose analog computer was built which had emsentially the 
same traamdttance a a  Eq, ( 6 ) ,  
of the model were then obtained through the use of an on line analymis using 
a digital computer in the M O L T *  Electronics Symtemm Laboratory, 

The amplitude and phaae characteriaticm 

The input power mpectrum used to evaluate the model was flat to a 
1 m h a r p  cutoff at 0.67 cpa. Thia was uoed nince Elkind's data 

100 per cent linear behavior for  humans tracking equal power spectra of 
approximately 0.64 cpa and below. As the model i a  linear, thim seemed 
like its most severe teat, 

showed nearly 

Results of Model Evaluation 
1, Frequency Characterirticm 
Several tranrrfer characterirflcm for the model us- the 0.67 cpm bput 

spectrum are shown in Fig. 7 through 10, The effect of the three parameterm 
can he obmerred in theme figure.. Figure 10 ohms  the clomest agreement to 
Elkind'. data. It should be remembered that Elldndlm data reflect the average# 
for well-trained subjects. Figure 10 also showr the average of 4 runs obtained 
from an untrained subject taken for comparison, 

A8 can be aeen in Fig. 10, there im very good agreement in matching 
the particular ahape of the human pursuit tracking characterimtice. That is, 
the amplitude characteristic d i p  before riaing at high frequency while the 
phase characteristic flatten. out, The flattening characteristic h mainly due 
to  velocity coefficient B. 

2. Time Rempoaolre Gharacterhtics 
For further comparimon, a trained eubject tracked in pursuit famhion 

an input composed of five minumoid. from 0.05 to  0.6 cpa while the analog 
model tracked the same input in parallel. The records of input, human 
remponme and model respoxme are ahown in Fig, 11. The cloae agreement 
in human and model response can be seen particularly when the input 
approaches a local velocity minimum but doe6 not reverme direction. At 

such points, the human expects a reversal and beg* or  actually doea 
execute one. 
then, perform mirnilar over anticipative respomem. Several much res- 
ponmes are marked in Fig. 11. 

Thi .  same behavior is also dirplayed by the model. Both, 
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a) Input 

b) Model 

c )  Subject 

Fig. 11. Comparison of Time Responses of a Human Pursuit Tracker 
and the Model Following the Same Input, Arrows indicate 
characteristic reversals of human response which pursuit 

, sampled data model mimics but which linear model smoothes. 



C onclus ions 
The model appears a good representation of human pura& tracking 

of random continuour m i +  limited to approximately 0.7 cpr and below, 
baaed upon the similarity of time domain responaer and the general duplication 
of the shape of human amplitude and phase pursuit characteriotics, 
amplitude characteristic of empirical data was clomely matched, although the 
model bad about a 15 degree greater phase lag than a weU-traiatd human, 
Further adjustment can obviously be performed to bring the model into 
cloBer agreement with human data. 
operation on the error could be added. 

I 

The 

For inetance, some more elaburate 
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